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dotart, cultural association based in Trieste, Italy, promotes since 2009 
projects which aim to support and give more visibility to professional and amateur 
photographers, both local and worldwide. 

The 27th of April 2020, dotART launched on its exhibit around platform the Staying 
Home Together project, one of the free open calls promoted by the Association 
during the lockdown. The project has been created in collaboration with its long-time 
media partner F-Stop magazine, an online American magazine founded in 2003 
focusing on contemporary photography by emerging photographers who come from 
all over the world.

For the Staying Home Together project, the theme that has been chosen is that 
which involved the entire world: the global lockdown due to the Covid-19 emergency.

This volume recounts a new routine seen from our home’s windows, outside and 
inside. deserted streets, closed clubs and shops, checkpoints, people lined 
up outside supermarkets, faces covered in masks. A unique worldwide shared 
experience, lived on a global level without precedents throughout the most recent 
history, which suddenly changed, at times drastically, routines, certainties, lifestyles, 
social relationships.

The best photos brought to the call, selected by dotART and by F-Stop’s editor 
Christy Karpinski, are part of this photographic volume, an F-Stop Magazine 
exclusive number published both online and printed edition deluxe, officially 
presented in october during the trieste Photo Days 2020.

dotART
Cultural Association
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PATRICIo CASSInonI
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In this historic time, F-Stop magazine and dotart decided to co-publish an 
exhibition of photography based on the theme, Staying Home Together. our aim 
is to explore the current shared global experience from photographers portraying 
their experience: to highlight images from new routines in our lives, environments, 
and everyday life. The constantly evolving context of ‘everyday life’ is a term-in-flux in 
July of 2020, yet after recently viewing images from the 1918 influenza pandemic I 
was struck by how many similarities are echoed over 100 years ago. It is this similar 
experience that the most successful photographs are ingrained with, and those 
photographs are the ones which draw me in. It is that journey into a photograph 
that keeps me looking at photography. The historical documentation and the shared 
experience, that’s what makes photography such a powerful storytelling medium.

So much of what has happened to all of us in 2020 is shared experience. how 
can we not have similar thoughts, feelings, fears, about what is taking place or 
lies ahead? So many things that are similar across cities, states, countries and 
continents disclose the universal experience the world is sharing at this point in 
time. Suffering is universal. Joy is universal. Boredom is universal, hope… anxiety… 
curiosity… reaction to injustice… as well as expressions of support for fairness, 
justness, wokeness and equality. The exploration and spirit of community and 
images which express values and ideals of many shared cultures, religions, and 
humans the world over are shown. Millions of people are staying at home for the 
health and safety of ourselves, our loved ones and our communities.

The photos here express a breadth of artistic responses to the pandemic. The 
psychological effect of the pandemic is evident in the captured scenes of people in 
isolation, even if they are together as a family or a group. Much of the photographic 
work deals with a theme of identity in liminal spaces. how will we now define 
normality? what will come after the time we currently inhabit? what does life feel 
like now? what will it be like tomorrow? when trauma like this strikes a society, 
especially a global society, it does not just strike a group of individuals who happen 
to live in the same place. It exposes how connected we are, and want to be. It is 
compassion and simply looking out for each other that will support all of us, the arts, 
and our health, in the days to come.

Exhibitions like this have the power to give prominence to the talents of photographers 
who take the basic premise of where we find ourselves and offer a deeper 
understanding of a global, human narrative; not solely due to the nature of 
documenting the evidence of their lives, but because of their individual experience. 
There are many different ways to show how the condition of now has impacted each 
person individually, personally and creatively; and I applaud those here who dare to 
strike out and find new ground.

Cary Benbow 
writer for F-Stop
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PRABu MohAn
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PhAnuPhAn KITSAwAEng

This was the view from my old apartment. I went to the balcony to smoke like I usually did. Then I felt that something was different than usual, but I couldn’t 

figure out what it was. After I smoked half of my cigarette, I noticed that the next budling lights were turned on more than usual. Then I saw people walked 

around their room. Someone walked when they on the phone. Someone watched television, and a lot of people were sitting in front of the computer. Then 

I decided that I had to capture this moment because it didn’t happen very often. or maybe it wouldn’t happen again. 
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PAolA BET
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MIChElE CIRIllo
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FRAnCESCo d’Alonzo
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MARCIn MAzIEJ
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luCA IACono

FRAnCESCo d’Alonzo
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nICColò VERECondI
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dAnIEllE goldSTEIn
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dAnIEllE goldSTEIn
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uMBERTo dERAMo
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CoSIMo MAnlIo dE PASquAlE
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SIMonE zIMMERMAnn
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SIMonE zIMMERMAnn
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SIMonE zIMMERMAnn
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MARdIn AhMAdI 
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FRAnCESCo d’Alonzo
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SuzAnnE KoETT

This project was initially started as a way to bring happiness and hope to an unknowing situation. As the project progressed alongside the rapid pace of 

the Coronavirus, most of us realized things might not ever be the same. These portraits capture families, couples, and individuals during the stay at home 

order where time seems to stand still. It serves as a way to be able to see the historical transition that might take place and how it will change us all. It 

captures us in a time of who we were before this pandemic happened and who we are after. Portraits are made using 6x7cm color film as a way to honor 

the slow and intentional process of working with film and being with people. 
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SuzAnnE KoETT
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SuzAnnE KoETT
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SuzAnnE KoETT

I have no idea where I will photograph or what the light will be like on any given day. There is a complete loss of control. Acceptance of the unknown, cu-

riosity, awareness, and faith settle in. I am not prepared, nor planning or overthinking. I become fully present, trust, let go, and allow intuition to take over. 

A valuable practice while navigating these unsettling times. The transition is here, we are living in it and experiencing this all collectively. who are we? 

Are we willing to relinquish control and bend with what the new “normal” will be when this is over? Are we interdependent, community focused, grateful 

for what we have, present for each other, and operating from love? 
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BEnSon SPIERS
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MAx InTRISAno
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MARdIn AhMAdI
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oRSolyA BonCSéR



CoSTAnzA MuSTo



SaFe at Home
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FRAnCESCA BERARdI
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AnITA PElTonEn
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CARloMAn MACIdIAno CéSPEdES RIoJAS
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ERIC dAVIdoVE
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TAdEo BouRBon
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AndREA AlKAlAy
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SAndRA hERnAndEz
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ElEnA BEREgATnoVA
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SATTVA oRASI 
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CARloMAn MACIdIAno CéSPEdES RIoJAS

lAuRA MoRAñA
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CynThIA ISAKSon
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PARIS PRASInoS
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MAJId BAzAEI

MARShA guggEnhEIM
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MAJId BAzAEI
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PAnTAlEo MuSARò

MAuRIzIo ugolInI
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IuSTIn BAISAn
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CRISTInA EMBIl

during confinement my mother could not leave the house. She did not walk or do any kind of exercise. She did not know how to use digital media to take 

a simple physical exercise class. But I have taught her how to use it and now she has changed and uses it to keep fit. This circumstance has somehow 

opened up a new world that she did not know and now, although it is very basic, she explores other possibilities in the world of art and culture through 

digital media. It’s never too late to learn!
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CRISTInA EMBIl
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gIulIAno BERTI
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REBECCA STuMPF
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nEIl KRAMER
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CARloS BECERRA

one of the biggest culprits of instilling panic in the public is the media. during the beginning of quarantine, my dad was consuming hours upon hours of 

information stemming from news and social media in regards to the virus. This resulted in him being convinced that he had contracted CoVId-19, because 

of a mild cough he had and other “symptoms” he had learned about from the media he was viewing. he decided to isolate himself in the family living room 

and established a perimeter with tape, barriers and signs. he eventually got tested, but the tests came back negative for CoVId-19.
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luCIAnA PASSARo

An Italian nurse risks burnout because of too great an emotional and physical load during the Covid19 Pandemic. her home life between shifts in hospital. 

A few hours of rest on the sofa before going to work again.
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PARThA PRATIM SAhA
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nEIl KRAMER
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EnRICA RIdolFI
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noRA KABlI & FloRIAn lAVIE-BAdIE

This is a self-portrait of me and my partner who had to postpone our wedding during the pandemic. while toilet paper and masks where worldwide mate-

rials wanted, I did use toilet paper as a veil and he used a mask as a space-time indicator. we try to adopt a nostalgic pose to transcribe our inner feelings.
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SERgEy MuzRAEV
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PAul KESSEl
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KATERInA KouzMITChEVA
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luCIAnA PASSARo
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MAuRo FuMAgAllI
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nEIl KRAMER 
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RICARdo SAndoVAl
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ChIToSE KuRoIShI
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AdITyA MAwARdI
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MAłgoRzATA MIKołAJCzyK
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As the pandemic rages on, the separation between families and their elders in senior care grows wider. My grandfather’s physical condition is in quick 

decline, and we are, for the most part, unable to assist him in any way. This is the first time we’ve seen him in several months; his hair had grown long and 

unkempt, but we could not bring him inside of our home. My mother had to cut her father’s hair in the parked car.

ChloE KoEBEl
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RIA ShARMA
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JulIA KEIl
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REBECCA STuMPF

during the stay-at-home isolation of the Covid-19 pandemic, time is an odd thing – it seems to both fly by and stand still at the same time; it’s a period 

where the ordinary is unusual; the unusual is mundane; and the mundane is ordinary. ‘Every day is Today’ is my response to how I experience time and 

ordinary moments during this strange period of life.
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lAuRA MoRAñA
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AMAndA CoRTESE

AMAndA CoRTESE
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CARloS BECERRA
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RICARdo SAndoVAl
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MIlAd JAlIlIAn
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PoPPy MATThEwS
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ERIn nowAK

we mulched 13 cubic yards. I tried to do a self portrait with American gothic as my reference. I asked my husband to pose so I could get the focus right. 

The dog jumped in. Perfect.
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MIChElE CIRIllo
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MARghERITA STAglIAno
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PoPPy MATThEwS
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PAolA BET 
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wEdnESdAy AJA
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MAJId BAzAEI
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MAxIMIlIAn glAS
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MAxIMIlIAn glAS



gASIMlI FARgAnA



KiDS
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ERIn nowAK

Everytime I tried to get any work done, my son would sit on me as I used the laptop.

This photograph is more performative than photojournalistic in its approach.
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MIlA MoKInA-KhAIRulloVA
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ElISABETTA PISAnI

EShAgh AghAEIMAnSouRABAd
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oRSolyA BonCSéR
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nEIl KRAMER
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EShAgh AghAEIMAnSouRABAd
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RAyhAn AhMEd
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KyAw SoE hlAIn
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luCIAnA PASSARo
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AnASTASIA doRogAnoVA 
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AlEnA PAIVInA
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SoFíA SEBASTIán
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SelF-Quarantine Diary
SiMon MóRicz-SAbján

It has been a long spring since the CoVId-pandemic started to turn sharp in hungary in the middle of March. while many 
families drowned in negative experiences during the period of the curfew restrictions, me and my family felt fortunate for 
our older relatives and ourselves remaining healthy and being able to keep our jobs. we managed to get over the damages 
and hardships caused by social distancing and now we are well-equipped to evaluate the ups and downs of the politics of 
isolation.
with our four children and my mother-in-law my wife and I undertook voluntary quarantine in our Budakeszi home from the 
14th of March until the official reopening of kindergardens at the beginning of June. we almost kept complete isolation 
until the ease of the restrictions in June. however, I started photographing outside our home from the end of April. I 
also documented our forcibly changed life from the beginning of our quarantine. This had not been simple, as being a 
documentary photographer I was not used to being at home all the time.
The rate of four children for three adults might seem to be ideal in theory, in practice, however, we still had to face quite a 
lot of challenges. The children are very young and we thought of the already admired kindergartners as irreplaceble heroes. 
on the other hand the two and a half months that we got to spend with the children day and night gave us unforgettable 
memories. our relationships became fulfilled and our lives changed in quality because of the breakfasts spent together 
and the tasks done together. Fear of the unexpected, however, had also loomed into our lives while living the slow life of 
the quarantine. we thought of our lives to be flowing in a computable manner. we felt in control and planned ahead. The 
pandemic had shown that all of that was mere illusion and our lives could change from one minute to the other even here, 
in a quite peaceful corner of the world.
At the times of rebooting our normal lives we must think of the things that are ready to be changed and the challenges we 
would probably face in the future. The past weeks and months had been dif ficult but we tried to gain as much as possible 
from the unexpected situation. It made us reevaluate what is important, we got to know ourselves better and redefining value 
and family became necessary. The extraordinary made us shape our attitude and strenghtened our decisions. Albeit it was 
exhausting, it had brought our goals and our true selves closer. we had had our conflicts but it made us find new solutions 
and made us recognize truths that otherwise would have remained hidden. Although the situation could not be further from 
what we had thought to be ideal, we came through the hardships of isolation with strength. 
It could seem to be comfortable and relaxing, the ten weeks spent in complete isolation had been very long. not being able 
to contact the outside world was the complete opposite of harmony and peace. Problems that were present even if not 
visible surfaced and seemed to be intensified. we can consider ourselves to be part of the fortunate few who could make 
bonds stronger during the time of social distancing because our tensions could have been eased and our conflicts resolved 
successfully.
Antónia and dávid are back in kindergarden and the twins got to take over the family house again. granny moved home and 
everything seems to be back to the normal as we knew it before the CoVId pandemic. In reality, however, we are probably at 
the very beginning of the full blown coronavirus-crisis and our future could not be further from being carved in stone. while 
enjoying the current restoration of life we are preparing ourselves for the second wave. until then one thing is certain: life 
will never be the same as we knew it before the pandemic.
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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SIMon MóRICz-SABJán - SelF-QuARAnTine DiARy
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dAnIEl ColAVITo
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ERIn nowAK

we are friendly with our next door neighbors. I set up this shot and jumped in the back to balance the photograph. The kids would chat with each other 

using the boundaries of the plywood from our construction project.
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TAdEo BouRBon
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BRuno AlEnCASTRo + PEdRo RoChA 
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dAnIEl ColAVITo

SoFíA SEBASTIán
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FRAnCESCo d’Alonzo

we were usually taken with our hectic lives, work commitments, always in a hurry. But then this damned virus came and forced us to face an unknown 

reality, switching us from dynamism to an innatural stop. I decided to face this moment as a sort of rediscovery, appreciating the neighbor, the small 

actions and moments that before I took for granted, or to which I did not pay the right attention. unknown people have now become friends, and the need 

of intimate moments is now deeply appreciated. 
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BAhRAM BAyAT
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EShAgh AghAEIMAnSouRABAd

ERIn nowAK



VITo SARdonE



tHe viruS outSiDe
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luKE MIllIon
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luKE MIllIon
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ChRIS lEwTAS
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dAn FEnSTERMAChER
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JERRy AllISon 

AnnA PIwowARSKA-SoSIK
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MAdISon BEACh

SoFíA SEBASTIán
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yulIA MoRRIS
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SonIA MElnIKoVA-RAICh
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RIA ShARMA
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nICColò VERECondI
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gEnny FERRo

I took this photo immediately after the lockdown period, phase 2 of the health emergency had just begun and people, after weeks of forced isolation, were 

finally free to go out. walking through the streets of the historic center of my city I met a mother and here son, and I couldn’t do without photographing 

them. They were sitting next to them on a bench, wearing masks, and were perfectly framed by duct tape saying “there is no border here” in different 

languages. It seemed like a significant scene to me.
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luCA IACono
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MARIAngElA MuggIAnu

The photo depicts an elderly woman from dorgali (Sardinia, Italy), exactly in her traditional dress sadly enriched with the mask she had to adapt to due 

to the coronavirus emergency. 

n.B. The photo has a high documentary and historical value as there are very few women wearing the traditional dress in the town.
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RICARdo gEnERAl
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ESTER PERTEgATo
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MARIA luz BRAVo
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luCA IACono
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EMIn guluzAdE

Closed for quarantine. A souvenir shop fitted a statue of hero Meshedi Ibad in a mask in honor of the virus.
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MARCIn MAzIEJ
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ChIARA FABBRo
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MATThIAS lEy

2020 South Korean legislative election, voters lining up, keeping distance, April 2020.
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RoBERTo SERRA
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Ann PETRuCKEVITCh
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MARTIn SChITTo

CARl ShuBS
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KEVIn ConVERy
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SuzETTE BRoSS
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KAwAI ChEung
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STAn BAnoS
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ShAhRIAR Joy

luCIAnA PASSARo
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BRAd TRonE
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EnRICA RIdolFI
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dAnIElE FIoREnTIno
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dAnIElE FIoREnTIno
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MATTEo dAllE FESTE
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EugEnIo noVAJRA
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yIwEI lu

yIwEI lu
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yIwEI lu

After I returned to nanjing, China, I was centralized quarantine in a hotel called Vienna. during these fourteen days, new york became the most severe 

epidemic area in the world, and wuhan fully recovered. In 8803 room, the outside world existed only through a window. My days were spent reporting my 

temperature, waiting for meal deliveries, and attending class online with twelve hours time difference. on the twelfth day, I tested negative for the virus 

and was free.
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SAIFul AMIn KAzAl
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SAIFul AMIn KAzAl

The first corona patient was caught in dhaka on March 7, then the government announced a lockdown on March 26. ordinary people are a bit cautious at 

the beginning but later they move around freely, which has resulted in an increase in the number of patients and deaths from corona every day.
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SAIFul AMIn KAzAl
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ColIn McPhERSon
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ColIn McPhERSon

Members of staff at the Vauxhall car factory demonstrating distancing measures necessary when on a break during preparedness tests and redesign 

ahead of re-opening following the CoVId-19 outbreak. located in Ellesmere Port, wirral, the factory opened in 1962 and currently employs around 1100 

workers. It ceased production on 17 March 2020 and will only resume work upon the advice of the uK government, which will involve stringent physical 

distancing measures being in place across the site.
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KEVIn ConVERy
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MERCEdEh MIRShAMSI
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nEVER EdIT

VAlERIA FERRARo
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MIChAEl nguyEn



dIMITRA PAPAgEoRgIou



loCKDown art
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JoCElyn AllEn

MARIA nTRougIA
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KARABo MooKI
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dARJA olSEVSKAJA
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SoFíA SEBASTIán
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MARIIA MARChEnKoVA
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dARSh dESAI



JAdwIgA BRonTE



JAdwIgA BRonTE
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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it’S a matCH
clAudiu ASMARAndEi

Make every moment unforgettable! Tinder is way more than a simple dating app. It’s a cultural movement in its own right. 
So what really is Tinder? we know Tinder as a mobile dating app that makes it easier for people, with a simple swipe of 
the profile pictures, to meet up with compatible partners based on showing possible matches location/vicinity/proximity. 
But with the outbreak of CoVId-19 and the arrival of nationwide lockdowns, it’s impossible to go out and physically meet 
people, without risking hefty fines or even imprisonment. So to bring down the chains of lockdown, and keeping true to 
Tinder’s mission to “defend the way an entire generation chooses to live their own life”, a project has been born. Its called 
IT’S A MATCh! It’s for people to spontaneously share their experience living in isolation. with anyone, anywhere in the 
world, with locations being selected randomly. The sole idea is to use distance to get closer to people. So how does it 
work? well, I need my matches to open up a chat with me on their experience in lockdown and send 5 photos that best 
summarise it. I ’ll then create a narrative of images and experiences from across the world – “a desire to start again” as 
beautifully summed up by Maria (a match in Miami Florida).
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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ClAudIu ASMARAndEI - iT’S A MATCH
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PhIlIPP zEChnER

PhIlIPP zEChnER
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dEEPBRATA duTTA

dEEPBRATA duTTA
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BRuno AlEnCASTRo

+ JoSué BRAun

BRuno AlEnCASTRo 

+ FElIPE MARTInI
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BRuno AlEnCASTRo + guIlhERME SAnToS

guilherme Santos (C), his wife gabriela Thomaz (R) and their son Joaquin pose for a portrait at their home in Porto Alegre, Brazil, 03 May 2020. guilher-

me is a freelance photographer and gabriela a yoga teacher. They all wait for the lockdown measures to end, so they can return to their normal routines. 

The series obs-cu-ra shows how people are dealing with the lockdown imposed. All images of the series are done with the ‘camera obscura’ concept: a 

box or a completely dark room with a small entrance of light projects, in the opposite part of this opening, an inverted image of the external scene.
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BogdAn MIhAI
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BIAnCA CoSTA
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IgoR lEwICKI

IgoR lEwICKI
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IgoR lEwICKI

The Coronavirus outbreak is growing faster. Every day there are more humans infected, people die. until recently, there was a shopping spree in stores. 

Citizens began massively buying, among others, pasta, canned goods, disinfectant liquids, but above all toilet paper - in bulk. others decided to make 

fun of the current situation by creating memes for them and the rest of the world. They make fun of the problems associated with the product described 

above. They pretend that they “plant” the rolls of paper so that they never run out of it. I decided to tackle this topic. here is my point of view at this matter.
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lEon SyFRIT 
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guIllAuME PInTo
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MonA CollInS - 55 DAyS in loCkDoWn
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55 DayS in loCKDown
MonA collinS

In France, the lockdown established by the government lasted 55 days (from March 17 to May 11). This is my very personal 
story of this lockdown as I experienced it in a tiny village (pop. 100) in rural France. In this village there are no shops, cafes 
or restaurants, no church, no school. This series of 55 photos was taken over those days spent in the house, the garden 
and the neighboring field (and three days in the hospital ! ). By chance I read an essay by Raisa Bruner in Time magazine, an 
essay which expressed so well my feelings during these times: «long, solitary walks, family dinners, days spent wondering 
when life might change. Evenings spent in quiet entertainment: reading, scrolling, reminiscing. These are the routines of 
present-day isolation. But give or take a few centuries, a few social-media apps and more than a few civil rights, I might as 
well be describing the days of Jane Austen’s heroines. There’s a strangely comforting echo between the staid lives of her 
early 19th century women and current circumstances, for those of us fortunate enough to have our greatest challenge be 
coping with staying home. (…)»
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SAndRA hERnAndEz

Today I would be on my way to Santo domingo. I was looking forward to this trip with great enthusiasm and today I woke up thinking about it. I am learning 

to be at peace with everything that escapes from my hands. I am also learning to observe myself and I feel that every day I do it with more awareness and 

acceptance.
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Quarantine
PATRicio cASSinoni

quarantine aims to document the experience of life through this pandemic using carefully designed and staged images. 
Producing one image a day, every day, it aims to capture the new behaviours this reality brings and reflect on the new ‘self ’ 
attached to them, highlighting the new practical and emotional understanding of the space we occupy and our relationship 
with it. It offers a visual representation of the profound effects of this crisis on even the simplest things. After defining the 
concept, each image is carefully storyboarded, designed and staged using only the materials available to me at home.
quarantine explores our new way of being- everything from the changes in the most mundane domestic activities ( like cutting 
your own hair or manic spring cleaning) to this new emotional state of boredom and stillness that we have collectively found 
ourselves in.
Rather than simply documenting an average day at home, this project aims to subvert realities that we, without any reason 
not to, have always taken for granted. until now.
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PATRICIo CASSInonI

QuARAnTine



nElSon ARMouR

In our pandemic I walk through empty streets, always concerned about Covid-19. deserted playgrounds, carless streets, and sparsely populated pathways 

remind me that we are living in a strange and anxious time. with social distancing even walking requires preparation; masks and gloves are always pre-

sent. when seeing someone walk toward me, I veer aside. Is the virus ever-present? Asking neighbors to take their portraits turned the family portrait into 

an image of the times. using urban landscapes, portraiture, and constructed images, I delve into different ways to visualize our shared Covid19 experience.
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Exhibit Around is a platform for the selection and promotion 

of photographic exhibitions and editorial projects. 

Main goal is to become a contact point among 

photographers, venues and the public.

www.exhibitaround.com

F-Stop Magazine is an American online photography magazine featuring 

contemporary photography from established and emerging photographers from 

around the world. Since 2003, each issue has a theme or an idea that unites 

the photographs to create a dynamic dialogue among the artists.
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